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A Burst Mode, Ultrahigh Temperature UF4 Vapor Core

Reactor Rankine Cycle Space Power System Concept

ABSTRACT

Static and dynamic neutronic analyses have been performed on an innovative burst mode (100's

of MW output for a few thousand seconds) Ultrahigh Temperature Vapor Core Reactor (UTVR) space

nuclear power system. The NVTR employs multiple, neutronically-coupled fissioning cores and

operates on a direct, closed Rankine cycle using a disk Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) generator for

energy conversion. The UTVR includes two types of fissioning core regions: (1) the central

Ultrahigh Temperature Vapor Core (UTVC) which contains a vapor mixture of highly enriched UF 4

fuel and a metal fluoride working fluid and (2) the UF4 boiler column cores located in the BeO

moderator/reflector region. The gaseous nature of the fuel, the fact that the fuel is circulating, the

multiple coupled fissioning cores, and the use of a two phase fissioning fuel lead to unique static and

dynamic neutronic characteristics.

Static neutronic analysis was conducted using two-dimensional S n transport theory calculations

and three-dimensional Monte Carlo transport theory calculations. Circulating-fuel, coupled-core point

reactor kinetics equations were used for analyzing the dynamic behavior of the UTVR. In addition

to including reactivity feedback phenomena associated with the individual fissioning cores, the effects

of core-to-core neutronic and mass flow coupling between the UTVC and the surrounding boiler cores

were also included in the dynamic model.

The dynamic analysis of the UTVR reveals the existence of some very effective inherent

reactivity feedback effects that are capable of quickly stabilizing this system, within a few seconds,

even when large positive reactivity insertions are imposed. If the UTVC vapor fuel density feedback

is suppressed, the UTVR is still inherently stable because of the boiler core liquid-fuel volume

feedback; in contrast, suppression of the vapor fuel density feedback in "conventional" gas core cavity

reactors causes them to become inherently unstable. Due to the strength of the negative reactivity

feedback in the UTVR, it is found that external reactivity insertions alone are inadequate for bringing

about significant power level changes during normal reactor operations. Additional methods of

reactivity control, such as variations in the gaseous fuel mass flow rate, are needed to achieve the

desired power level control.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Ultrahigh Temperature Vapor Core Reactor (UTVR) is a highly enriched (>85%), BeO

externally-moderated, circulating fuel reactor with UF 4 as the fissioning fuel. The working fluid is

in the form of a metal fluoride such as NaF, KF, RbF, or 7LiF. A side view schematic of the UTVR

is shown in Fig. 1.

The UTVR includes two types of fissioning core regions: (1) the central Ultrahigh

Temperature Vapor Core (UTVC) regions which contain a vapor mixture of highly-enriched UF 4 and

a metal fluoride working fluid at an average temperature of _3000 K and a pressure of _5X10 6 Pa, and

(2) the boiler column (BCOL) or boiler core regions which contain highly enriched UF 4 fuel. This

reactor has symmetry about the midplane with identical top and bottom vapor cores and boiler

columns separated by the mid-plane BeO (MBEO) slab region and the MHD ducts where power is

extracted.

The UTVC is surrounded in the radial direction by the wall and wall cooling region. The wall

cooling region contains a liquid metal fluoride. By tangentially injecting the metal fluoride working

fluid into the UTVC, the UTVC walls are maintained at the desired low temperatures (_.2000 K). As

the metal fluoride is injected into the UTVC, an annular buffer zone is obtained which aids in

maintaining the UF4 away from the UTVC walls. This reduces the possibility of condensation of

uranium or uranium compounds on the UTVC walls. Beyond this buffer zone, the metal fluoride

vaporizes and mixes with the UF 4 in the UTVC.

The boiler region, which includes a number of boiler columns, is connected to the UTVC via

the UTVC inlet plenum, as shown in Fig. 1. The UF 4 liquid is supplied to the boiler columns by

means of feedlines. Each boiler column consists of three distinct regions: the subcooled liquid region,

the saturated liquid-vapor region, and the superheated vapor region. The UF 4 fluid is vaporized in the

boiler columns prior to its entrance to the UTVC.

A top view schematic of a six-boiler column UTVR in Fig. 2 shows three distinct BeO regions.

The first region is the inner BeO (IBEO) region which separates the UTVC walls from the boiler

columns in the radial direction. The second region is the annular boiler BeO (BBEO) region with a

radial thickness equal to the diameter of the boiler columns. The third region is the outer BeO

(OBEO) region surrounding the boiler columns and the BBEO region. Three other BeO regions are

shown in Fig. 1. These are the MBEO region mentioned previously, the lower BeO (LBEO) region

separating the boiler feedlines from the MHD duct, and the top BeO (TBEO) region above the UTVC.

By configuring the disk MHD generator as an integral part of the reactor (as shown in Fig. 1),

a significant amount of fissioning occurs throughout the disk MHD generator region; this helps to

maintain the required electrical conductivity, despite the relatively low fluid temperatures (<2500 K)

in the duct. The combination of the following three features differentiates the UTVR from other

nuclear reactor concepts: 1) the multi-core configuration resulting in a coupled core system by means

of direct neutron transport through the media; 2) the circulating fuel and the associated neutronic and

mass flow coupling between the UTVC and boiler core; and 3) the employment of two-phase (liquid-

vapor) fissioning fuel.



Reactivity changesassociatedwith changesin the volume of the liquid fuel/working fluid
mixture in the boiler columnstend to stabilize the system. If the power level of the systemshould
rise, the amount of liquid in the boiler regions is reducedand more vapor or void is present. This
causesa negative reactivity insertionand a drop in the power level. The amount of this negative
reactivity feedbackdependsstrongly on the neutroniccoupling betweenthe UF 4 boiler columns and

the UTVC.

For space power systems, size and mass are significant constraints. Hence a vital goal is to

obtain a UTVR reactor power system that is optimized for minimum mass and size. In addition to

the total power requirement, an important design parameter for this system is the power sharing or

power distribution between the vapor core and the UF 4 boiler regions (i.e., the ratio PUTvc/PscoL). The

system design must assure that the Ptrrvc/PBcoL value obtained from the neutronic analysis agrees with

the value required by thermodynamic and flow considerations. One method of controlling Ptrrvc_scoL

is to divert part of the metal fluoride from the wall cooling region to the boiler region. For example,

when all the NaF flow is used for cooling the UTVC walls, thermodynamic and flow considerations

require Ptrrvc/PBcoL _20. However, if _30% of the NaF is diverted to- and vaporized in the boiler

columns, the required PUTvc/PBcoL is reduced to _3.

Both static and dynamic neutronics analyses have been performed on the UTVR in order to:

(1) establish its basic neutronic characteristics, such as the extent of the neutronic coupling between

the vapor core and the surrounding boiler columns; (2) determine its scientific feasibility, e.g., show

that the PUrvc/PBcoL value predicted from neutronic analysis can be made to match the PUTvc/PBcoL

required on the basis of thermodynamic considerations while still satisfying thermal hydraulic

requirements; and (3) characterize it with respect to stability and dynamic response. This report

summarizes results from these analyses. A detailed presentation of the static and dynamic neutronic

analyses can be found in Reference 1.

2.0 STATIC NEUTRONICS ANALYSIS

Two-dimensional static neutronic calculations were performed with the 2-D S, transport theory

code, DOT4 t2]. Results obtained from these calculations were used to obtain basic neutronic

characteristics and reference configurations for the three-dimensional analysis of the UTVR. Three-

dimensional static neutronic analysis was performed using MCNP/31, a 3-D Monte Carlo transport

theory code. UTVR parameters needed for the dynamic neutronic studies such as core reactivities,

neutron generation times, and core-to-core coupling probabilities were obtained from the 3-D MCNP

calculations.

2-D S. Analysis

Fig. 3 shows the neutron multiplication factor (l%ff) and the ratio of the UTVC-to-Boiler

Column power (PuTvc/PBcoL) as a function of the IBEO region thickness. A maximum value in lqff
is obtained at an IBEO thickness of _.15 cm. At this thickness, the combined boiler-to-boiler, boiler-

to-UTVC, and UTVC-to-boiler neutronic coupling is optimum. Similar calculations have been

performed on the other BeO regions. The optimum thicknesses of these regions are listed in Table

1. Although not shown, if the thicknesses of the BeO regions are fixed at the optimum values
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presentedin Table 1, a plot of lhff versus the UTVC radius indicates that a maximum in tqff occurs
at a UTVC radius of _80 cm. For UTVC radii above ._80 cm, no appreciable increase in k_f is

observed.

Shown in Fig. 4 is a plot of k_ff and PUTvc/PBcoL versus the UF 4 partial pressure in the UTVC

at different NaF partial pressures. Fig. 4 demonstrates that while the UF4 partial pressure in the

UTVC can have a significant effect on kerf, the NaF partial pressure has very little effect on kerr. Thus,

the UTVC can be operated with a fuel/working fluid mixture that is selected to enhance MHD

generator performance for efficient energy extraction. Preliminary analysis of the MHD generator

indicates good performance at a mole fraction of _.10% for UF 4 and _90% for NaF pl. Although not

shown, it is also found that the choice of metal fluoride vapor (NaF, KF, 7LiF, and RbF) in the UTVC

has very little effect on k_fr. The behavior of keff versus the vapor fuel density illustrates an important

feature of externally-moderated vapor core reactors. As the UTVC gas density is increased, a

"saturation point" is reached where the core becomes "black" to neutrons. Further increases in the

UTVC gas density above this "saturation point" yield diminishingly small increases in l%fr From a

control standpoint, it is desirable to operate in a region well below this "saturation point," where

changes in the vapor-fuel density yield significant changes in k_ff; operation in this region provides a

prompt and effective method for inherent power and reactivity control of the UTVR.

The effect of the average UF 4 density in the boiler region on k_fr and EUTVc/'PBcoL is shown in

Fig. 5 which indicates that a "saturation point" also exists for the boiler region. Table 2 lists k_ff and

Ptrrvc/PBcoL as a function of the number of boiler columns (the total volume of the boiler column

region is fixed). The results indicate that as the number of UF 4 boiler columns increases, k_fr increases

while Purvc/PBcoL decreases. This behavior is due primarily to the increase in the boiler's fission rate

as a result of a decrease in the thermal neutron flux depression in the (smaller) boiler columns and

also to enhanced boiler-to-boiler and UTVC-to-boiler neutronic coupling.

3-D Monte Carlo Analysis

Until vapor core reactor experimental data are available, Monte Carlo neutron transport
calculations are essential for benchmarking UTVR neutronic calculations. Additionally, since 1- and

2-D Sn calculations are unable to properly model the UTVR due to its complex geometry, 3-D Monte
Carlo calculations are crucial for accurately treating and reliably estimating essential parameters such

as reactivity worths of liquid volume variations in the UF4 boiler zones and neutronic coupling

coefficients among the UTVR fissioning core regions.

Table 3 lists some results obtained from a 30 minute, MCNP calculation performed on a

reference UTVR configuration using the Cray X-MP/48 at the San Diego Supercomputer Center. Due

to the relatively small size of the boiler region compared to the size of the UTVC, neutrons have a

much smaller probability of entering the UF 4 boiler columns than entering the UTVC. Consequently,

the uncertainty of tgBCOL is _.8 times greater than the uncertainty of Ourvc- Table 3 also indicates that

the uncertainty for the boiler core-to-boiler core coupling probabilities, eB-*Bnand eB-'B°, is quite large

(>80%). The coupling probability, e i-'J, is the probability that neutrons bom in core i will be

transported through the media to core j where they cause fission. Since a primary objective of

performing 3-D Monte Carlo calculations is to obtain reliable neutronic coupling probabilities and

reactivity worths of the UF4 boiler columns, the uncertainty of parameters associated with the boiler

regions needs to be reduced. Reliable confidence intervals are generated when the uncertainty is =10%
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or less[3].A reductionin theuncertaintycanbeachievedby increasingthenumberof neutronhistories
examined(i.e., by increasingthe computationtime) and/orbytheuseof variancereductiontechniques.
Unlessvariance reduction techniquesare employed,a reduction in the uncertaintyof ea-'B" or eB-*B°

from _80% to _10% would require an increase in computer time by a factor of _60, (each problem

would require _-1,800 minutes or _30 hours of CRAY X-MP/48 computer time) which is prohibitive.

The MCNP code employs a variety of variance reduction techniquestS] which include geometry

splitting and Russian Roulette, implicit capture and weight cutoff, time and energy cutoffs, forced

collision, and weight windows. These variance reduction methods were selectively employed to

reduce the large uncertainties associated with UTVR boiler column parameters. Results presented in

Table 4 (Method B) indicate that the uncertainties of _BCOL, su-'B, SB-"B°, and s B-'B" have been

decreased by factors of =1.4, _1.5, _1.5 and _1.7, respectively. This translates to a factor of _2.5

savings in computer time. The cost of reducing the variance of certain parameters is an increase in

the variance of other parameters. This is also shown in Table 4 where the uncertainties of k_ef, Otrrvc,

and e B-_Uhave been increased by factors of _1.5, =2.5, and =1.4, respectively. Shown in Table 4 are

the modified uncertainties when tallies are properly selected (Method C). That is, by taking advantage

of the symmetric alignment of the UF 4 boiler columns around the UTVC, the uncertainties in OBCOL,

eB-'B", e B-'B°, eB-'U, and e U-'B have been further reduced by factors of _2, _2.8, _2, _2, and _2,

respectively. Thus, to achieve uncertainties of less than 10% for ea-'B" and ea-'B° the required CRAY

X-MP/48 computer time is reduced from _1800 to _120 minutes when variance reduction techniques

and tally selection according to Method C in Table 4 are employed (the required computer time is

reduced by a factor of _15). The uncertainties in eB--'Uand eU-'B for these 2 hour runs are 4.5% and

1.6%, respectively. The uncertainty for all other parameters of interest (fluxes, reaction rates, l_f r etc.)

is now less than 1% for these two hour runs.

Listed in Table 5 are the coupling probabilities and reactivities of the UTVC and boiler

columns as a function of UF 4 partial pressure in the UTVC for U 235 fuel loadings of 0.9 kg and 2.96

kg per boiler column. Table 5 indicates that as the UF 4 partial pressure increases, PtJrvc and eB-*U

increase. As the UTVC vapor fuel density increases, the neutron mean free path in the UTVC

decreases (i.e., the probability that neutrons will have an interaction with the UTVC increases). Thus,

neutrons entering the UTVC will more likely be absorbed in the UTVC causing both Porvc and e8--}u

to increase. With respect to the boiler regions, the increased UTVC density acts as a poison to the

boiler columns since neutrons born in a given boiler column will more likely be absorbed in the

UTVC rather than be reflected back to that boiler column or transported to other boiler columns. This

is seen in Table 5 where Pboi_cr,eu-'a, eB'-'B°, and eB-'8" all decrease as the UF4 partial pressure increases.

Table 5 also indicates that _)boiler,_O--I_B, eB---_Bo, and ea-'B" all increase as the UF4 loading in the

boiler columns increases from 0.9 kg to 2.96 kg. As the UF4 loading increases in the boiler columns,

the neutron mean free path in the boiler columns decreases causing the probability of neutron

absorption in the boiler columns to increase. The results also indicate that Ptrrvc and eB-'U decrease

since neutrons are more likely to be absorbed in the boiler columns than be reflected back to the

UTVC.

Results from the static neutronic analysis tl] show that: 1) about 30% of the metal fluoride

needs to be diverted from the wall cooling region to the boiler region so that the power sharing

between the vapor cores and boiler cores (Ptrrvc/PacoL) calculated on the basis of thermodynamic

considerations matches the value obtained from neutronics calculations; 2) the optimum PUrvc/PBcoL
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ratio is about 3- or 4-to-l; and 3) the optimum numberof boilers is four. Resultsfrom the MCNP
three-dimensionalcalculations were used to select a referenceUTVR for the dynamic neutronic
analysis. Table 6 presentsspecificationsfor this referenceUTVR. TheUTVR parametersneededfor
the dynamicneutronicanalysissuchas theUTVC andboiler columnreactivities,neutrongeneration
time, and core-to-coreneutroniccouplingcoefficientswereall obtainedfrom the MCNP calculations.

3.0 DYNAMIC MODELLING

Circulating-fuel, coupled-corepointreactorkineticsequations(lumpedparametermodels)were
usedfor analyzing the dynamic behavior of the UTVR. The dynamicmodel treatseach fissioning
core region (the UTVC and boiler columns) as a point reactor. In addition to including unique
reactivity feedbackphenomenaassociatedwith the individual fissioningcores(suchasgasfuel density
feedbackof the UTVC and liquid fuel volume feedbackof the boiler columns),the effectsof core-to-
coreneutronic and massflow coupling betweenthe UTVC and the surroundingboiler columns are
also included in the dynamicmodel. The core-to-coreneutroniccoupling amongthe fissioning core
regionsarisesboth indirectly asa resultof the fuel circulatingbetweenthetwo typesof fissioningcore
regions(delayedneutronemissionfrom the decayof the delayedneutronprecursorswhich arecarried
in the fuel that circulatesbetweenthe UTVC and boiler columns) and directly by the transport of
neutronsthrough the IBEO regionseparatingthe UTVC andthe surroundingUF4boiler columns.

For the dynamic analysisof the UTVIL four identical boiler columns were symmetrically
deployed around the central UTVC. It was assumedthat eachboiler column receives 1/4 of the
fuel/working fluid mixture from theUTVC andthatthe UTVC receivesthefuel/working fluid mixture
from all four boiler columns. It wasalsoassumedthat all boiler columnsareat the samepower level
and are behavingand have behavedin an identical manner. Becauseof this assumption,the model
employedcannothandleany imbalanceamongthe boiler columns. As aconsequence,and dueto the
symmetricalignmentof the boiler columnsaroundtheUTVC, theboiler-to-UTVC neutroniccoupling
coefficientsappearingin the coupledcore,point reactorkinetics (PRK) equationsare identical,at any
given time, for all four boilers. The employed circulating fuel, coupled core PRK equationsalso
assumethat: 1) delayedneutronprecursortransportthroughthecore-to-coreconnectingloopsis pure
time delay-no fissioning occurs in the fuel outsidethe UTVC and boiler columns; and 2) the fuel
undergoesslug flow outsidethe cores.

In addition to the PRK equations,energeticsequationsfor the centralUTVC and boiler cores
were required. In obtaining the UTVR energeticsequations,the following assumptionswere made:

° Pressure losses due to friction, boiling, and shock (flow area contractions and

expansions and restrictions) are neglected.

2. Fuel/working fluid inlet pressure and temperature to the boiler columns are fixed.

The energetics equations dictate how power fluctuations in the UTVC or boiler cores affect system

variables like pressure, temperature and fuel mass. Changes in these variables affect the UTVC and

boiler column reactivities and changes in the reactivities in turn affect the power levels.
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Consideringthe boiler columns,power fluctuationshereinduce the following:

. The mass of fuel/working fluid in the boiler column fluctuates due to changes in the

volumes (heights) of the subcooled liquid, saturated liquid and vapor regions and due

to changes in the density of the fuel in the vapor region.

2. The outlet and average fuel temperatures fluctuate.

3. The temperature of the moderator-reflector region surrounding the boiler core fluctuates.

For the examined transients, reactivity effects arising from changes in either the fuel temperature

(Doppler effect) or moderator temperature were found to be negligible compared to reactivity effects

arising from changes in the mass of fissioning fuel present in the boiler.

Considering the UTVC, power fluctuations here induce the following:

. The mass of the UF 4 vapor fuel/metal fluoride working fluid mixture in the UTVC

fluctuates due to changes in the average density of the vapor fuel in the UTVC.

2. The average temperature of the vapor fuel fluctuates.

3. The temperature of the moderator/reflector region surrounding the UTVC fluctuates.

. The mass of the wall coolant in the UTVC fluctuates due to changes in the density and

volume occupied by the liquid wall coolant.

As for the boiler core regions, it was found that reactivity feedback associated with both fuel

(Doppler) temperature and moderator temperature variations can be neglected. The reactivity effects

of wall coolant density variations were also found to be very small compared to vapor fuel/working

fluid density variations in the UTVC and these too can be neglected. Thus, the inherent reactivity

feedback in the UTVC due to power fluctuations is almost completely a result of fuel mass variations

in the UTVC. The vapor fuel density coefficient of reactivity, u_Mf,, relates the reactivity effect in

the UTVC to fuel mass variation in the UTVC. In deriving the energy balance on the UTVC, the

following assumptions and restrictions were made:

. Heat transferred out of the UTVC is assumed to be deposited into the wall cooling

region, and is removed by the wall coolant prior to its mixing with the vapor

fuel/working fluid mixture component.

. Effects of kinetic energy changes are neglected since the ratio of kinetic energy changes

to internal energy changes is less than _,0.1%.

o Perfect mixing of the vapor fuel/working fluid mixture with the vaporized wall coolant

is assumed to occur in the UTVC. This assumes that both the fuel/working fluid

mixture and wall coolant exit the UTVC at the same temperature.

4. The liquid coolant inlet temperature to the wall coolant region is fixed.

6



Finally, due to the restriction of constantpressurein the boiler columns,a surgetank for the
boiler columnswas required in order to makethe systemdynamically stable. By employing a surge
tank, the fuel/working fluid mixture inlet massflow rate to the boiler columnsis kept constantand
the inlet massflow rate to the UTVC is determinedon the basisof the pressurein the UTVC and
temperatureof the fuel/working fluid mixture exiting the boiler columns. A completedevelopment
of thecoupledcore,circulating fuel point reactorkinetics equationsandof all the energeticsequations
employedin the UTVR dynamic modelling canbe found in Ref. 1.

4.0 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

The lumped parametermodelswere incorporatedinto COUPL, a specialcode developedfor
the dynamic analysis of the UTVR. COUPL is constructedin a format suitable for dynamic
simulationby theengineeringanalysisprogram,EASY5N. EASY5 is an interactiveprogramthat has
the capability to model, analyze,and design large complexdynamic systemsdefinedby algebraic,
differential, and/or difference equations. By integrating the differential-difference equationsfor a
period of time andresolving thealgebraicequations,EASY5 effectively simulatesthebehaviorof the
non-linearUTVR system. Behaviorof corepower levels,core reactivities,delayedneutronprecursor
concentrations,fuel loadingsor fuel densities,pressure,temperature,and massflow ratesduring full
power transientswas investigatedusing COUPLwith EASY5. Specificationsfor thereference,four-
boiler UTVR are given in Table 6. Additional specificationsat the initial, full power steadystate
condition are presentedin Table 7.

The behavior of the UTVC power level (pU)and the boiler column region power level (pB)
following a $1 positive stepreactivity addition to the boiler columnregion areshownin Fig. 6. The
reactivity insertion in the boiler region leadsto an initial power increasethat yields a decreasein the
liquid level in the boiler dueto increasedvaporization. The decrease in the mass of fuel in the boiler

(see Fig. 7) then leads to a reactivity decrease and a power decrease in the boiler at t=0.075 seconds.

In the UTVC, the reactivity insertion also leads to an initial power increase; the higher pressure and

temperature in the UTVC yield an increased mass flow rate for fuel exiting the UTVC and a decreased

mass flow rate for fuel entering the UTVC (see Fig. 8). This fuel decrease then yields a reactivity

decrease and a power level decrease in the UTVC at t=0.1 second. The decreased power levels in the

boiler region and UTVC eventually lead to increased fuel loadings in both the UTVC and boiler region

that lead to power increases and a series of damped oscillations ensues. The UTVR system, which

was initially at steady state, is seen to rapidly self-stabilize, in about 3 seconds, without any external

reactivity control. The results show that the UTVC power level response lags the boiler column's

power response by about 0.025 seconds and that the UTVC and boiler column power levels oscillate

with a ._0.4 second period. Once the oscillations die out, the boiler column power level has increased

by about 10kW (0.009%) or about 2.5 kW per boiler column and the UTVC power level has increased

by about 500 kW (0.15%). Although the insertion is imposed on the boiler columns, the effect of the

perturbation is much greater on the UTVC.

The UTVC and boiler column region power level behavior following a 20¢ positive reactivity

step insertion in the UTVC are shown in Fig. 9. Once again, the system is seen to rapidly self-

stabilize, within about 3 seconds, without any external reactivity control. Initially, the power response

of the boiler column lags that of the UTVC by a time delay of approximately 1_s. However, by the

time the third oscillation occurs, the UTVC power level response again lags that of the boiler column

by about 0.025 seconds. The periods of oscillation for the UTVC and boiler column power levels are
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again about 0.4 seconds. The final equilibrium condition showsthat the power level of the boiler
columnshasincreasedby about30kW (0.026%)while theUTVC power level hasincreasedby about
3.2 MW (0.9%).

Figure 10showsthe UTVC andboiler regionpower level behaviorfor the same20¢ positive
step reactivity addition to the UTVC when the core-to-coreneutronic coupling coefficients are
artificially reducedby one orderof magnitude. Theconsequenceof this variation is to almostdouble
the time requiredfor the systemto self-stabilize. Theperiod of oscillation of the UTVC power level
is increasedto 0.45 secondswhile the periodof power oscillation for the boiler columnsremainsat
0.4 seconds. This causesthe time by which the UTVC powerresponselagsthat of boiler column to
increasewith time. At 0.1 secondthe UTVC responselags the boiler responseby 0.04 seconds;at
0.4 seconds,the lag time hasincreasedto 0.08seconds.At the final equilibrium condition the UTVC
power level has increasedby about4.5MW (1.3%)while theboiler columnpower level hasincreased
by 28 kW (0.024%). It is apparentthat stability of the UTVR is enhancedby the core-to-core
neutronic coupling.

Fig. 11 shows the UTVC and boiler column power responsefor a 20¢ stepinsertion in the
UTVC when the vapor fuel densitycoefficient of reactivity, aMfrJ,is artificially reducedby a factor
of five. Becausethe fuel reactivity worth of the UTVC is reduced,more fuel is required to be
dischargedfrom the core following the reactivity insertionand this causesthe period and, thus, the
amplitudes of oscillations to increaserelative to thoseshown in Figure 10. However, becausethe
boiler column fuel masscoefficient is now the dominantfeedbackmechanismand becausethe boiler
columns have a larger damping effect due to their liquid fuel, the damping of the oscillations also
increasesand the time required for the systemto self-stabilize is reducedfrom about 3 secondsto
around1.2 seconds.At the final equilibrium condition, theUTVC power level hasincreasedby 6.75
MW (2%) while the boiler column power level has increasedby 50 kW (0.04%).

Shownin Fig. 12arethe UTVC andboiler columnpower levels in responseto a 20¢ reactivity
stepinsertion to the UTVC whenthe UTVC fuelmasscoefficient of reactivity is increasedby a factor
of two from its referencevalue. The results show undampedoscillations and an unstablesystem.
From Figs. 9, 11, and 12 it is apparentthat the dynamicresponseand stability of the UTVR canbe
highly dependenton the value of ut_Mr, the gaseous fuel density coefficient of reactivity. (The

u is obtained from the slope of the lqff versus UTVC fuel loading curve (Fig. 4). Thecoefficient _xMf,
u

value of tx_f, can thus be changed by operating the UTVC at a different fuel mass loading or fuel

gas pressure.) This conclusion is similar to that of research performed on other gas core reactor

concepts. For example, Kutikkad [7] investigated a "conventional" single-core, externally-moderated
U

GCR with circulating fuel. He found that there exists a desirable range of values for _t_ for good
U

dynamic response and stability and that if gMf is made too large, the system becomes unstable, just

as is the case for the UTVR. However, Kutikkad also found that if ctMf is made too small, the system

again becomes unstable. This behavior is not observed with the UTVR due to the presence of the

strong boiler column feedback. As a consequence of this boiler column feedback, even when the

vapor fuel density reactivity feedback is suppressed, the UTVR remains inherently stable.



5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Staticanddynamicneutronicanalysisof theconceptualburstmodeUTVR reveal theexistence
of uniqueneutronicbehavior. The staticneutronicanalysisidentified optimum reflector thicknesses,
optimum core sizesanddesirablegaspressuresfor operation. Thesestudiesshowedthat about 30%
of the metal fluoride wall coolantmustbe divertedto theboiler regionsothat the Ptrrvc/PBcoLpower
sharingpredicted from neutronicanalysismatchesthe split requiredby thermodynamiccalculations.
The static resultsalsoshowedthat the optimumnumberof boiler columnsis four, that the UTVC-to-
boiler coreneutroniccoupling is large,thattheboiler core-to-UTVCneutroniccoupling is lessbut still
significant, andthat the boiler core-to-boilercoreneutroniccoupling is small.

UTVR parametersneededfor thedynamicneutronicanalysissuchascore reactivities, neutron
generationtime andcore-to-coreneutroniccouplingcoefficientswereobtainedfrom static, 3-D Monte
Carlo neutron transport calculationsperformedwith MCNP. Circulating fuel, coupled core point
reactorkinetics equationswere usedfor analyzingthe dynamicbehaviorof the UTVR. The dynamic
model treats each fissioning core region as a point reactorand includes reactivity feedbackdue to
vapor fuel densityvariations in the UTVC andliquid fuel volume variations in the boiler cores. The
effects of core-to-coreneutronicand massflow coupling betweenthe UTVC and the surrounding
boiler coreswerealsoincluded. Doppler fuel temperatureandmoderatortemperaturefeedbackswere
found to be insignificant, comparedto the other feedbacks,for the examinedUTVR transients.

The dynamic analysisindicatesthat the strong feedbacksof the UTVR lead to a systemthat
quickly self-stabilizes, within a few seconds,even when large positive reactivity insertions are

t_f,, is large, it is found to dictateimposed. When the vapor fuel density coefficient of reactivity, u

g becomes small, the boiler column fuel masssystem dynamic performance and stability. As tzMf
variation becomes the dominant feedback mechanism and is capable of rapidly self-stabilizing the

UTVR even in the absence of the gas density feedback effect. Due to the strengths of the negative

reactivity feedbacks of the UTVR, external reactivity insertions alone are generally inadequate for

bringing about significant power level changes during normal reactor operations. Additional methods

of reactivity control, such as variations in the gaseous fuel mass flow rate, are needed to achieve the

desired power level control.
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Table 1. Optimum BeO Reflector Region Thicknesses

BeO Region Optimum Thickness (cm)

IBEO

MBEO

OBEO

TBEO

LBEO

15

7.5

40

5O

55

Table 2. lqr f and PUTvc/PBcoL as a Function

of The Number of UF 4 Boiler Columns

Number of

Boiler Columns

2

4

6

8

keff

1.032

1.048

1.068

1.087

PUTvc/PBcoL

4.32

3.11

2.32

1.90
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Table 3. Selected Results From MCNP Monte Carlo Calculation"

keff = 1.046 (M.2%) Purvc/PBcoe = 3.68

Fissile Region _th Fission Rate

(n/cm2-sec) (fissions/sec)

UTVC 400 (0.8%) 0.28 (1.4%)

Any Boiler Column 1.5 (6.8%) 0.019 (9.5%)

Coupling Probabilities b

eu-*B = Mxl0 °2 (M0%) eB-*8° = _3x10 "°3 (_80%)

es-'U = _2x10 "°1 (_12%) e B-'_Bn = _2x10 "°3 (_85%)

a - Results normalized to one-fission neutron/sec

- 30 minutes on Cray X-MP/48

- 26,000 source particles examined

- Uncertainty in percent given in parentheses

b i?_j: probability that neutrons born in core i will be transported through the

media to core j where they cause fission; B: any boiler, Bn: adjacent

boiler, U: UTVC, Bo: opposite boiler

Table 4. Effect of Employing Variance Reduction Techniques and

Utilizing Boiler-to-UTVC Symmetry on MCNP Monte Carlo Calculations a

Parameter Uncertainty

Method A I Method B Method C
I

_ff

_trrvc

_BCOL

_U_B

8B_U

_B_Bo

_B_Bn

_1.2%
_0.8%
_6.8%

MO%
_12%
_80%
_85%

_1.8%
_2.0%
_,_-4.8%

_6.5%
z17%
=55%
_50%

_1.8%
_2.0%
=2.4%

=3.3%
_9%

_28%
_18%

30 minutes on Cray X-MP/48

Method A:

Method B:

Method C:

No Variance Reduction Technique Employed (Analog Treatment)

Energy and Weight Cutoff, Implicit Capture, and Weight Windows Employed

Same as Method B plus use of symmetry in Tally Selection
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Table 5. The Effect of UF 4 Vapor Pressure in the UTVC

and the U 235Loading in the Boiler Region a

PUTVC

PBCOL

EU-_B

EB-_U

EB-+Bo

EB-_Bn

U235 = 0.9 kg/boiler U 235 = 2.96 kg/boiler

2.5 atm 7.5 arm 2.5 atm 7.5 atm

1.1%

20.3%

0.32%

0.27%

0.138

-1.528

0.9%

26.2%

0.17%

0.14%

1.7%

16.6%

0.44%

0.41%

0.112

-0.624

1.3%

22.6%

0.22%

0.21%

" Results from MCNP calculation with values normalized to one fission neutron/sec.

Table 6. Specifications for the Reference UTVR

UTVC Characteristics

Core Radius

Core Height

Tin/Tout

Core Pressure

UF 4 Partial Pressure

z35U Loading

80 cm

200 cm

2350 K/4000 K

5x106 Pa

5x105 to lxl06 Pa

_15 to 20 kg
1016 n/cm 2 s

Boiler Column Characteristics

Average Radius

Height

Tin/Tout

Pressure

Number of Columns

235U Loading

_th

7 cm

60 cm

1800 K/2350 K

5X10 6 Pa

4

_7 to 20 kg
4x1013 n/cm _ s

UTVR Fission Power Fraction By Region

Vapor Core (UTVC)
Boiler Columns

MHD Duct

Boiler Feedlines

UTVC Inlet Plenum

72%

20%

5%

2%

1%
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Fig. 1. Side view schematic of the UTVR.
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Fig. 2. Top view schematic of a six boiler column UTVR.
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